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About This Game

Tasty Blue is an underwater side-scrolling eat 'em up game. You start as a small goldfish with an insatiable appetite. After being
overfed by your owner, you'll escape into the ocean and eat everything that you encounter. The more you eat, the bigger you get!

In addition to the goldfish, you'll also play as a dolphin and a shark. The dolphin starts off as an overworked aquarium star,
forced to jump through flaming hoops for food. He escapes from captivity by eating his way through the aquarium and taking
revenge on his trainer. The shark is the final playable character, an artificial fish created by scientists to save Earth's oceans. It
uses self-replicating nano technology to consume everything in its path and convert their matter into its own. There's no telling

how big this shark will get.

Levels
There are over 50 levels in the main story mode of the game. There are also 15 more challenging bonus levels to play after the

main game has been completed.

Environments
There are three main environments to explore in the game: temperate, tropical, and arctic.

Difficulty
There are a wide range of difficulty levels to choose from. On the easiest difficulty enemies do virtually no damage. On the

most challenging difficulty enemies will eat you and cause instant level failure.

Carnage Mode
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Adjust the amount of blood that comes from your prey. This is off by default.

2-Player Local Coop
Two players can play side by side on the same computer. Options allow for split screen (horizontal or vertical) or shared screen

(this provides more screen space but constrains the movement of players together).

Controller Support
Keyboard and mouse controls are supported in all modes.

On Windows, most controllers will work for the single player game. To use controllers in 2-player coop mode, both controllers
need to be Xbox 360 or Xbox One controllers.

On Mac, PS3 and PS4 controllers are supported.
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Title: Tasty Blue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dingo Games
Publisher:
Dingo Games
Release Date: 10 Feb, 2015
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Recieved this as a orlygift win and I am here to give my honest opinion of this game, I installed the game and set up the
resolution etc then started the game, Immediately I was drawn in with the really nice dark atmosphere, the ambient sounds. Now
would I buy this title at full price? well I never buy anything full price but if I had the money I would of.

10/10. VCB: Why City - The Ballad Of Drunk Khovansky is not a game I would recommend to anyone.

As it is clearly a rip-off of Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, or at least a parody of that game, I didn't expect great things from it -
but I thought that, at the very least, this cheap game would be a bit of fun (like the game Russian Car Driver - which, despite
being very unpolished, I really liked).

However, the potential for fun in this game is overshadowed by the really annoying voice-overs, which go on and on and on, in
barely understandable Russian accents.
And the cutscenes are annoying too.
OMG, this game is so bad.

I don't care about the badly-drawn graphics (I pretty much expected that), and the somewhat clunky controls, but for the love of
God, please get rid of the voice-overs and the cutscenes.

Thank Heaven I didn't play this game on the roof of a tall building, as I might have been tempted to end it all after playing this
piece of Russian cow dung.

VCB: Why City is aptly named - why, oh why did they make this?
Why did Steam put it in their store?
And why did I buy this awful game?

Keep well away from this rubbish.
Don't buy it, you'll only encourage them.. The game is ok but the graphix is not great. They also need hazzard lights for the
trucks. The game laggs and i have a i7 computer. odd. I would still but the game though aslong as you are sure your computer
can handel it. You may need to turn down the graphx.. 10/10 would mauw again. fun and challenging but is annoying when you
have to pay rent every minute. literaly. i love this its perfect and get it on sale its a nice dlc to have cause u get a nice kickstart
and an exclusive cosmetic so its not like u couldve gotten it without paying plus u got the most popular most expensive skin
container and two camos and the nice premium currencys and an overload of regular currency i reccomend for people that want
to get a really op turret or tank or somthing but end up short on currencys and want to look beastly this is the perfect one to get
closer to ur dreams
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I'm not much of a reviewer but I just had to say that I love this game so much and can't wait for further releases fro Pieplus~!
Oscar and Joshua are my favorite boys so far! <3. WORTH IT! Having troubles getting your own weapons done ? Well grab this
pack and get started with your game today !. VIsually it's wonderful--but the game itself feels empty--like an alpha build. The
ending is pretty rough--and attempts to cover its lack of completeness with a long quote. It takes about an hour to beat this game
and it involves little more than running back and forth shooting cookie cutter enemies. I think it's a nice concept game--but I
would argue it's not worth the $5--maybe $1-$2. I think it shows he developer has a lot of potential but unless you're interested
in trying out a quick indie concept I would pass or find it for cheaper as part of a bundle.. Wow, truly one of the best VR
survival horror games out for the HTC Vive! Check out my first VR gameplay, also with Mixed Reality view, in this video
below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoV43t-MaJk

My short video "review" speaks for itself, but I have to add that that I´m amazed about Dreadhalls - its a lovely VR horror
experience with beautiful graphics, perfect sounds and music that adds to the immersion and gives the game a creepy feeling
from the first minute of your gameplay. Controls are perfect with FREE LOCOMOTION - no teleporting needed - and the
control system itself with Vive controller tracking and room scale support works just lovely.

I have only played for around an hour so far, but already almost sh*t my pants a few times - the jumpscare scenes are great, but
the best part is that the game is scary even when nothing is happening for the moment - and that's how a good VR horror game
should work. Its all about the atmostphere, sence of presence and immersion in the game.

All in all, I just love Dreadhalls so far - and I would recommend this to anyone out there with a Vive! Price is low, so its
definately a must-buy if you enjoy horror games - and if you dare to play them of course :)

Cheers
SweViver. Oh it's rubbish, just rubbish. The voice acting is laughable but after the first few scenes you're not getting any joy
from laughing and the interactions are frustrating. It's a lazily put together game, especially in terms of cut scenes and the actual
mechanics are quite stodgy.. This VN is nice, the characters are cute, i can feel like the story happened too fast so i called that is
"skipped" some parts of the VN ... this game should be bought with less than 3$ because it is short ... 80\/100 points :))
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